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Abstract 
ZapThink’s perspective on Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) is that 
SOA is essentially a set of Enterprise Architecture (EA) best practices, 
linking the disciplines of SOA and EA together. As organizations make 
progress with their SOA initiatives, they generally come to agree with 
this perspective. As a consequence, one of the primary benefits of the 
“SOA as EA” perspective is the ability to leverage EA Management (EAM) 
tools for SOA initiatives. 
 
Most EAM tools, however, do not have capabilities specific to SOA. 
planningIT from alfabet is an important exception. In addition to a full 
breadth of collaborative EA modules that cover the gamut of IT planning 
activities, planningIT also offers some specific capabilities that help with 
the planning of SOA initiatives as well, including tools for planning 
reusable Services that meet the needs of the business. 
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SOA as Enterprise Architecture 

While some architects narrowly construe Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) as a form of 
application architecture, ZapThink has always espoused an Enterprise Architecture (EA) 
perspective of SOA. This perspective is not meant to imply that SOA and EA are one in the 
same, as they are different initiatives for most organizations. Rather, ZapThink believes that it 
is a best practice to approach SOA from the enterprise perspective, and leverage EA best 
practices as an organization iteratively rolls out their SOA initiative. Two primary reasons that 
organizations should take this approach is to provide comprehensive IT governance as well as 
ensuring the business relevance of IT initiatives. 

It is also important to note that SOA is not one monolithic endeavor, but is rather a broad set 
of best practices for the organization and use of IT. As a consequence, Service-oriented best 
practices can apply across many architectural activities, regardless of whether the 
organization defines those activities as SOA. In many organizations, EA best practices follow 
the same pattern as well. Over time, then, as organizations adopt SOA best practices for EA 
more broadly, the two disciplines will converge, as SOA best practices apply to EA efforts and 
vice versa. It makes sense, therefore, for SOA tools and EA management (EAM) tools to 
converge as well over time. And while the marketplace for SOA-specific tooling is still nascent, 
the EA tooling marketplace is beginning to mature. We would expect, therefore, for EA tools 
vendors to increasingly add support for SOA best practices to their products. 

One such vendor is alfabet. Founded in 1997, alfabet has offices in the US and throughout 
Europe. alfabet’s flagship product is planningIT, which is a tool for IT planning and 
management that alfabet leverages Enterprise Architecture. planningIT consists of several 
modules, as shown in the figure below.  

planningIT’s Modular Architecture 

 
Source: alfabet 

planningIT essentially consists of a collection of processes sitting on a rich information base. 
The product groups processes into functional modules that appeal to the various 
stakeholders involved in the architecture planning process. Keeping up with business change 
requires such an information base to support the planning and management processes. This 
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information base must enable and manage transactions among organizations, processes and 
information. This information base differentiates planningIT from other EAM tools that offer 
basic modeling and static pictures with no process orientation. As a result, the information 
base enables planningIT to be particularly effective in SOA planning and management.  

alfabet is also a member of the Software AG CentraSite Community, and they have fully 
integrated planningIT with the CentraSite SOA governance tool for comprehensive 
enforcement of SOA-based policies across the organization. The integration between 
planningIT and CentraSite highlights the importance of integrating SOA planning and 
implementation tasks. planningIT and CentraSite working in conjunction can help 
organizations verify the completeness of the IT business management model, discover rogue 
Services, and monitor the quality of current Services at abstract levels that reflect the 
decision processes in the business architecture. Furthermore, this combination provides 
transparency into the planning of Services, and ensures that development focuses only on 
Services that meet business requirements, ensuring the consistency and completeness of the 
business Service request. 

EA Management for SOA: The Key to Business/IT Alignment 

As companies adopt SOA, EAM tooling is enjoying increased importance. In fact, EAM already 
recognizes several SOA best practices. In particular, planningIT supports various SOA 
enablement concepts, including a single, central repository containing all IT planning 
information and architecture artifacts as a comprehensive information base for effective IT 
planning. planningIT also allows architects to examine requests for change to the 
architecture, helping to eliminate redundant efforts and avoiding adverse effects on other 
system areas. It also promotes adherence to standards and guidelines to ensure progress 
towards the core IT architecture vision. 

planningIT also provides transparency to IT/business relationship issues for improved 
assessment of IT support for the business, as well as an architecture roadmap for defining 
the iterative steps on the way to the desired target architecture. In essence, planningIT 
provides a collaborative process for planning and implementation in the context of an overall 
architecture. Addressing the issues with distributing the responsibility for Services across the 
enterprise also leads to an increased need for improved EAM solutions. These tools help the 
EA team focus on business issues like identifying core business processes, as well as more 
strategic IT planning involving an iterative approach to SOA. The result of using a tool like 
planningIT for SOA strengthens governance processes and standards for Service creation, 
reuse, and security. The tool also helps the EA team maintain a transparent, documented 
architecture despite the large number of moving parts that SOA requires. 

planningIT addresses these issues by building upon a logical IT Inventory, which captures the 
as-is IT landscape with sufficient detail to support any IT project or planning task, as shown in 
the figure below. At that point it takes a change management approach to EA by coordinating 
changes in different dimensions, particularly project portfolio management. This approach 
enables planningIT to help IT organizations analyze and control IT project proposals with the 
business. Its modular, scalable architecture supports a wide range of business activities in 
the planning process from demand to budget.  

Fundamentally, a tool like planningIT enables EA planning to cross the gap between business 
and technology. The EA group must help to transform the business architecture so that they 
can reflect it as EA. Because the architecture must drive the design and implementation of 
Services, the EA group must understand its responsibility in unifying the enterprise under the 
SOA umbrella. The goal of this effort is to guarantee the reuse of Services via an 
enterprisewide SOA strategy as part of an integrated, collaborative EA planning process. 
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planningIT Features 
 

planningIT 

Overview:  

planningIT is a modular Enterprise Architecture Management tool that 
enables collaborative IT planning. For organizations who are planning 
or implementing SOA, planningIT applies EA best practices to the SOA 
rollout. planningIT allows organizations to react to changing business 
needs more quickly by taking a data driven approach. 

Features:  

 Demand Management – captures demands in both the 
context of their technical and strategic alignment but also the 
associated architectural artifacts 

 Application Architecture Management – supports detailed 
analysis of as-is and target architectures to develop and 
compare target scenarios for project proposals 

 Enterprise Architecture Management – Defines enterprise 
standards and guidelines and ensures standards compliance 

 Enterprise Strategy and Master Planning – Analyzes the 
application portfolio, including redundancies, costs and usage 
levels, and creates an IT master plan 

 Program Portfolio Management – Assigns defined projects to 
programs and conducts an analysis of budgets and programs 

 Value Management – Documents and aligns business and IT 
strategies to define and assign key performance indicators 
(KPIs), roles, and project evaluation criteria 

 Release Management – Derives operational instructions for 
deployment.. 

Value Proposition: 

 By helping align IT plans with business objectives, planningIT 
reveals the value of IT capabilities; enables informed decision 
making; and maintains the quality of the services IT delivers to 
the business. 

 By appling EA best practices to SOA, planningIT takes a SOA 
governance role, improving the reusability and overall 
business value of the Services the organization deploys. 

 planningIT’s data-driven, process-oriented and collaborative 
approach support its ability to provide both governance and 
agility to organizations. 

 Enhances collaboration between EA and SOA teams. 
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The ZapThink Take 

The synergies between EA and SOA are so obvious, it’s a surprising fact that there is such a 
division between EA and SOA efforts in so many organizations. Perhaps the reason is that EA 
has often grown out of earlier business architecture efforts, while SOA has historically had a 
technical basis. But maybe the reason is more human: people fall into either an EA or SOA 
camp, and don’t want to budge. 

In any case, even though ZapThink has been covering the SOA marketplace since 2001, we 
have seen very few EA tools address the particular needs of SOA during that time. In fact, 
alfabet’s planningIT is one of the first. Now comes the hard part—not only convincing 
Enterprise Architects on the value of SOA, but convincing the architects focusing on the SOA 
initiative on the value of using a collaborative EA tool like planningIT. There’s no question, 
however, on the value of such a tool for any SOA initiative, so it should just be a matter of 
time until EA tooling like planningIT is in everyday use among the SOA team. 
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About ZapThink, LLC 
 

ZapThink is an IT advisory and analysis firm that provides trusted advice and critical insight 
into the architectural and organizational changes brought about by the movement to Service 
Orientation and Enterprise Web 2.0. We provide our three target audiences of IT vendors, 
service providers and end-users a clear roadmap for standards-based, loosely coupled 
distributed computing – a vision of IT meeting the needs of the agile business. 

ZapThink helps its customers in three ways: by helping companies understand IT products 
and services in the context of Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) and the vision of Service 
Orientation, by providing guidance into emerging best practices for Web Services and SOA 
adoption, and by bringing together all our audiences into a network that provides business 
value and expertise to each member of the network.  

ZapThink provides market intelligence to IT vendors and professional services firms that offer 
XML and Web Services-based products and services in order to help them understand their 
competitive landscape, plan their product roadmaps, and communicate their value 
proposition to their customers within the context of Service Orientation.  

ZapThink provides guidance and expertise to professional services firms to help them grow 
and innovate their services as well as promote their capabilities to end-users and vendors 
looking to grow their businesses.  

ZapThink also provides implementation intelligence to IT users who are seeking guidance and 
clarity into the best practices for planning and implementing SOA, including how to assemble 
the available products and services into a coherent plan. 

ZapThink’s senior analysts are widely regarded as the “go to analysts” for Web Services, and 
SOA, and Enterprise Web 2.0 by vendors, end-users, and the press. Respected for their 
candid, insightful opinions, they are in great demand as speakers, and have presented at 
conferences and industry events around the world. They are among the most quoted industry 
analysts in the IT industry, and their recent book, Service Orient or Be Doomed!, is the leading 
book on the business concept of Service Orientation. 

ZapThink was founded in October 2000 and is headquartered in Baltimore, Maryland. Its 
customers include Global 1000 firms and government organizations, as well as many 
emerging businesses. Its analysts have worked at such firms as IDC, marchFIRST, and 
ChannelWave, and have sat on the working group committees for standards bodies such as 
RosettaNet, UDDI, and ebXML. 

Call, email, or visit the ZapThink Web site to learn more about how ZapThink can help you to 
better understand how SOA will impact your business or organization. 
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